Pulse Homes at Villa Ronai
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Villa Ronai 9 acre site. The new Pulse Homes
on the left and existing buildings on the right.
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1. Designer Vain Glory at CFW
2.Lois Samuels in Cosmo
3. Angela Neil in ELLE
4. CMS TV judges Jeneil
Williams, Kingsley Cooper &
Romae Gordon
5. Jeneil Williams for Jimmy
Choo
6. Nadine Willis for Gucci
7. Movie star Parisa Fitz
Henly
8.Kimberley Mais for
Vingt Ans
9. Nell Robinson for Arena

P

ulse
Investments
Limited was founded
in Kingston, Jamaica,
in January 1980 by
two young attorneys,
Kingsley Cooper and Hilary
Phillips. In the early years,
Pulse promoted and produced
international events, featuring
such acts as the Commodores,
Run DMC and Chaka Khan,
who
first
appeared
in
Jamaica at Pulse concerts.
In 1982, the Company opened
the Pulse Model Agency, started
a
Personal
Development
Programme
and
staged
the first Reggae Superjam
concert. The Superjam series
would come to be regarded
as one of the best produced
in the Caribbean. Peter Tosh
performed his last concert (and
one of his best) at Superjam in
1983. Also, in 1983, the Jamaica
Fashion Model competition
(the Caribbean’s first model
search), was founded. New
events, such as the hugely
successful
Color
Festival
and the Peter Tosh Music
Festival were more recently
added to the Pulse roster.
Pulse pioneered, defined, and
developed an international
modelling industry for the
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10. Jaunel Mc Kenzie in
VOGUE
11. Carla Campbell, Esquire
cover
12. Oraine Barrett for John
Bartlett
13. Alicia Burke, Vogue
Italia cover
14. Peter Tosh’s last concert,
Reggae Superjam poster
1983
15. Prada star Shantae Leslie
16. CFW’s first logo
17. Daniella Davis for Gucci
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Caribbean, in the process
discovering and developing
supermodels
and
other
international
stars.
The
Company created a new
opportunity for local and
international modelling and
the current plethora of model
agencies in Jamaica and the
wider Caribbean is testimony
to the quality and extent of
Pulse’s work in this arena. Pulse
continues to represent the best
models from the Caribbean,
including the likes of Nike Star,
Vogue 3-time covergirl and the
new face of L’Oreal cosmetics
worldwide, Jeneil Williams. Also,
new international sensation
Alicia Burke (also a Vogue
covergirl),
Francine
James
(L’Official covergirl) and Ralph
Lauren star Oraine Barrett.
Pulse supermodels over the
years include mid-2000s top
25 and #1 black model, Jaunel
McKenzie (models.com), as
well as exotic dancer turned
Vogue superstar, Nadine Willis,
who became the only black
model to ever lead a Gucci
campaign, which was shot in
London by the great Mario
Testino. This occurred within an
incredible 14 days of the start
of her international career.

Pulse Investments Ltd.
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In 1989 the Company was
asked to host the Jamaica
preliminary to Miss Universe.
Pulse went on to post an
outstanding record in this
event, producing 4 top 10
finalists
(Sandra
Foster,
Kimberley Mais, Nicole
Haughton and Christine
Straw) at the international
Pageant.
Pulse models have won
Miss World (Lisa Hanna) and
appeared on the cover of
Vogue (Lois Samuels, Sedene
Blake, Alicia Burke and Jeneil
Williams). graced the cover
of Arena (Nell Robinson),
the cover of Esquire (Carla
Campbell),
appeared
in
Sports Illustrated swimsuit
issue
(Carla
Campbell),
Victoria’s
Secret
(Jeneil,
Carla,
Nell,
Jaunel),
appeared in campaigns
as the global face of Ralph
Lauren (Oraine Barrett), as
well as the cover of Cosmo
(Sunna Gottshalk). Through
its annual Caribbean Model
Search, Pulse discovered and
developed these models in
Jamaica, before introducing
them to the international
marketplace.
Continued on page 11

Miss Jamaica Universe winners Sandra Foster
& Kimberley Mais

Lifestyle magazine cover, Kimberley Mais, Angela Neil & Sandra Foster with Kingsley Cooper

Pulse’s Founding Directors, Kingsley Cooper
and Hilary Phillips with MJU Trudy Ferguson
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Chairman’s Statement
Pulse Profits Up 75%, Income 53%
Pulse Investments Ltd, recorded very
strong gains in financial year ended
June 30, 2021. The company’s audited
financial statements filed with the
Jamaica Stock Exchange, showed profits
up by 74.8%, moving from $840.3 million
in 2020 to $1.47 billion this year. Income
also showed a robust gain, increasing
by 52.9%, to $1.93 billion this June,
up from $1.26 billion in prior year.

investment property this year was $1.11
billion, up from $581.7 million in 2020.

The company’s TV production business
line was also up significantly as more
broadcasters in the Caribbean and
North America responded to increased
demand for Pulse programming such as
the Caribbean Model Search, Caribbean
Fashion Weekly and new titles including
Pulse World 360. Revenues increased
Earnings per share increased to by 39.5%, moving from $314.5 million
23 cents from 13 cents last year. in 2020 to $438.8 million in 2021.
Administrative and other expenses fell
marginally by 3.1%, from $395.4 million
in 2020 to $383 million as at June 30 this
year, as the company tightened expenses
in a challenging pandemic environment.
While rental income and model
commissions showed gains of 9.7%
and 7.1% respectively, the largest
gains were from investment property,
mainly from Villa Ronai in Stony Hill ,
which was acquired by Pulse during
the financial year. Both the Ronai and
Trafalgar Road properties returned
significant appreciation in value, but
Ronai also recorded gains as a result
of the conversion from a leasehold
property to a fully owned Pulse asset.
Further, prior year expansion as a
result of the completion of the Pulse
Suites project at the Stony Hill location,
also added to the gains in the value
of investment property this year.
Rental income was up to $103.6 million
(from $94.4 million in 2020). Model
commissions moved to $49.3m, up
from $46 million last year. Gains on

No live events were staged in the financial
year, so there were no revenues from
ticket sales or live event sponsorship.

Pulse Chairman, Kingsley Cooper

business as vaccinations are ramped
up in Jamaica and the wider world.
Pulse’s new real estate initiatives, as
well as the funding secured, mark the
final phase of the company’s transition
to a company with property at its core,
allied to a diverse range of business
lines, most within the creative industries,
where Pulse started life. Its new mantra
Leisure, Lifestyle Living!, reflects this
unique synergistic mix which includes
property
development,
property
sales, property rentals (residential and
commercial), guest accommodations,
attractions, wedding centre, as well as
externally operated spas, restaurants
and fitness centre. These will be
supported and complemented by Pulse
media, fashion and model management.

During the year the company obtained
new financing of $2.31 billion, with $1.21
billion ($770 million from a related party
and $440 million in external financing)
actually received and a $1.1 billion bond
committed for short term debt retirement
and construction of the first phase of
a planned 30 home development at
Villa Ronai. The $1.1 billion bond was
arranged and underwritten by Barita
Investments Ltd. Funds received earlier
in the year, were used to repay a $250
expresses
appreciation
to
million bond previously arranged by NCB Pulse
all
its
stakeholders,
especially
its
Capital Markets and to acquire the Villa
Ronai property from a related party. shareholders for their support. The
company’s 40th year celebrations were
Although down, largely as a result of cut short by COVID 19 in 2020, but
the impact of COVID 19, the company’s continued achievement in this extremely
hospitality business has rebounded, challenging environment is certainly
with Pulse Rooms at Trafalgar showing reason for continued confidence.
fair business. Pulse Suites at Villa Ronai
had a very limited operation during
the financial year. Pulse remains Kingsley Cooper, C.D.,Ll.B
optimistic regarding its hospitality Chairman

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY STATEMENT
At Pulse, we are committed to being both financially successful and
a responsible company, as we recognize that our long term success is
dependent on creating value for all
who have a stake in the organization.
CSR Framework:
Governance – Through our Board
of Directors, we continue to develop
clear mandates, policies and processes, along with ensuring that we are
in compliance with all national and
regulatory bodies to which we relate.
Employees and Contractors – are the
vehicle for us to fulfill our mission due to

Society – there are many ways in which
we demonstrate our commitment to
the society by operating in environmentally friendly ways, minimizing our
carbon footprint, recycling, encouraging staff volunteerism and educating
Clients – and our potential clients are the public on aspects of the industry.
the reason we exist. Our commitment
is to treat each and every one with re- Our largest area of contribution is made
spect, to support their aspirations and through our commitment to positive
represent their interests to maximize and holistic youth development through
their opportunities at all times. We are the employment and development of
also committed to ensuring that the young people who are able to be fiyoung people in Jamaica see the indus- nancially secure, serve as role models
try, in which we operate, as a means to in their communities and offer hope to
achieving their goals and aspirations future generations of Jamaican youth.
.
their dedication and commitment to the
organization. We are committed to providing safe and supportive environments
for their growth and development and to
their personal and professional success.

Pulse Investments Ltd.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Kingsley Cooper, C.D., Ll.B
Chairman
Kingsley Cooper chairs the board of Pulse Investments Ltd. An attorney at law, Cooper is the founder of the company.
A pioneer in the fashion, modeling, lifestyle and entertainment industries in the Caribbean, Cooper has guided Pulse to
pre-eminent status in its areas of operation. His work has been recognized by entities such as Vogue, the BBC and Fashion
Television. Pulse supermodels have held some of the top spots in world modeling and are highly respected. Cooper has
guided Pulse’s real estate projects including the restoration of Villa Ronai as well as the expansion and development of
the lifestyle community at both Trafalagr Road and Villa Ronai, inclusive of boutiques, hotels, shops, offices, residencies,
restaurants, spa and event venues

Jeffrey Cobham B.A.
Director
Jeffrey Cobham has been the company’s main financial consultant for the past several years. As such, he continues to play
a key role in the company’s developement. Cobham is chairman of the audit commitee. Mr. Cobham is a former managing
director of the National Commercial Bank and is a director of Sagicor Life Jamaica and Pan Caribbean Financial Services. He
sits on the board of a number of other companies in Jamaica. A musician, Mr. Cobham plays classical guitar.

Romae Gordon, M.A.
Director
Romae Gordon is Pulse’s Managing Director, Fashion and Lifestyle. She holds portfolio responsibilities for the Caribbean
Model Search, Caribbean Fashionweek and the Pulse Model Agency. She has helped to successfully steer the careers
of several of the company’s international models. Gordon is also a host and producer of a number of Pulse Televsion
shows including Caribbean Fashion Weekly, Ready for CFW and the CMS Reality TV series. Gordon graduated from
Trinity College in Hartford, Connecticut USA with a Master’s degree in Public Policy. She
holds a bachelor’s degree with honours in International Relations from the same institution.

Eleanor Brown, B.Sc., M.Phil., JD
Director
Eleanor Brown holds professorships in Law and International Relations at Penn State University. She is also a scientist at
the Rock Ethics Institute, Penn State. Ms Brown is a leading scholar as well as a published author. She is former Chair of the
Jamaica Trade Board and has held directorships at JPSco and several other companies. A Yale trained lawyer and Rhodes
scholar, Ms. Brown studied politics at Oxford University and holds a degree in molecular biology from Brown University.
She is a member of the Connecticut and Jamaica Bar Associations.

Hilary Phillips, C.D., B.Sc., Q.C.
Director
Co-founder of Pulse, Hilary Phillips was an early choreographer for the company’s fashion and beauty shows and has given
critical support and advice to the company over the years. Ms. Phillips is a former partner in the law firm Grant, Stewart,
Phillips and Company. She previously chaired the regulatory division of the council of the Jamaica Stock Exchange. A
Queens Counsel, Phillips is a former president of the Jamaica Bar Association. Now retired, Ms Phillips is a former Justice
of the Court of Appeal.

Lois Sherwood, C.D.,J.P.
Director
Lois Sherwood, a Business Executive, is the former Honorary Consul for Lithuania in Jamaica.
Mrs. Sherwood is also a highly regarded fine artist (painter) and has exhibited her work in several
countries of the world. She owns and operates Island Homes Ltd., a property development
company as well as Restaurant Associates Ltd., franchisee for Burger King, Jamaica, Popeyes
and Little Ceasar’s Pizza. Mrs Sherwood was recently appointed Pulse’s .Director Emerita.

Safia Cooper, M.B.A.
Director
Safia Cooper is Pulse’s Managing Director, Property and Liesure. She holds portfolio responsibility for Pulse’s hospitality
and leisure business. Before Pulse, Cooper held manegerial positions at Red Stripe Jamaica and Diageo Brazil. She holds a
BSc in International Relations from the UWI and an MBA from Nova Southeastern University.
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ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW
Grant Stewart Phillips & Co.
11A Swallowfield Road,
Kingston 5, Jamaica

AUDITORS
BDO
26 Beechwood Ave.
6
Kingston,
Jamaica

REGISTRARS &
TRANSFER AGENTS
KPMG Regulatory & Compliance
6 Duke Street, Kingston, Jamaica

BANKERS
National Commercial Bank
The Atrium, Trafalgar Road
Kingston 10, Jamaica

COMPANY SECRETARY
Romae Gordon
REGISTERED OFFICE
38a Trafalgar Road,
Kingston 10, Jamaica
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Prada début for Pulse Star Shantae Leslie

P

ulse and Caribbean Model
Search TV winner Shantae
Leslie’s career is off to a
spectacular start after flying to
Milan, Italy, in September to make
her international début for haute
couture powerhouse Prada.
Leslie’s incredible launch
comes as no surprise to
Pulse and her bookers at
IMG. The lanky teenager
who was discovered in
Pulse’s
School
Model
Search
has
shown
exceptional promise from
the start. “That walk
landed her an exclusive
for Prada at Milan Fashion
Week,” said the news
from her team at IMG.
Leslie is signed to IMG
Milan, Paris, London, and
New York. With offices
across the globe, IMG is
considered the biggest
and arguably the best
agency in the business.

With her star set to
explode after such a great
start, the next stop for Leslie was
Paris, where a long list of the
world’s best designers lined up
to have her walk their collections.
Before arriving in Paris, her chart
was packed with options for shows
and campaigns for designers keen
to get first dibs on the new model.
“This is very significant for Shantae,”
said Pulse Chairman Kingsley Cooper.
“Shantae is a special talent, and
starting off with a brand like Prada is
substantial for her career,” continued
Cooper, who discovered Pulse stars
New Pulse star and CMS TV show
winner, Shantae Leslie on the runway for Prada at the collections in
Milan, Italy.

like Lois Samuels, Jaunel Mc Kenzie, Nadine Willis and
Francine James, to name a few.
The 5’11” teenager was scouted by Romae Gordon, Pulse’s
managing director, Fashion and Lifestyle, at Clarendon
College in 2019. “Her outstanding qualities shone from
the day I met her. She has amazingly striking features,
long limbs, and I was confident then, as I am now, that we
had discovered a star,” shares Gordon.
EXCELLENT STUDENT
After her discovery, while still a student in fourth form,
Leslie completed her high school diploma before stepping
into the world of modelling. She gained seven subjects
at the Caribbean Secondary Education Certificate level
and is now awaiting Caribbean Advanced Proficiency
Examination results for mathematics, information
technology, and animation and gaming. When asked
about her studies, the shy but confident Leslie said
that she is an excellent student and shared her love for
creative subjects. “I like art and design, and I can draw
very well, but I always want my work to be perfect, so it
takes me a little while to complete them.”
At the end of her graduation year, Shantae enlisted to
be a finalist in Pulse’s Caribbean Model Search TV show
in what was a very competitive field of contestants,
which included another big talent, Zan Hyde. Leslie won
a number of the challenges and took top honours in
2019. And it would not be long before the top agencies
around the world began showing an interest in her. “We
did a shoot in the middle of Half-Way Tree as part of
the TV series, and her photos from that challenge blew
everyone away,” said Gordon, who produces and hosts
the show. As the photos went up on the PulseWorld360
social media platforms, the competition among the
best agencies began. Agents in New York, London, and
Paris were keen to enlist the new model, and after many
discussions, Pulse went with IMG, the agency that also
represents Pulse Superstar Jeneil Williams.
The stunning Leslie says she is ecstatic about the
opportunities for her career. “I have been patient through
these COVID times. I went back to school and completed
a year of sixth form while I waited. I prayed for this day to
come, and it is here. I practised my heels off to get to that
Prada runway. I am ready!”

Pulse Investments Ltd.
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Daniella Davis lands Gucci
Pulse International model, Daniella Davis, is starring in
Gucci’s 2021 campaign.
The Caribbean Model Search (CMS) television show
winner joins Nadine Willis as the second Pulse star to be
selected as the face of the luxury Italian brand.
Shot in the hills of Hollywood, California, the campaign
is a nostalgic throwback to the ‘70s. Davis is a stunning
standout among friends enjoying the beaches of
the Golden State and sightseeing, with the twinkling
Californian cityscape in the background. The campaign,
which goes by the title ‘Ouverture of Something
That Never Ended’, tracks the eclectic group’s trips
through the winding hills of California where their final
destination is a drive-in cinema to see, what else, but a
film featuring Gucci’s November 2020 collection.
The beautifully curated cinematic story has the perfect
soundtrack in the No. 1 hit single of the ‘70s, Lovin’ You
by Minnie Riperton. In addition to the film, images of
Davis have appeared across all of Gucci’s digital media
as well as on billboards and magazines around the
world.
An elated Davis, who flew to Jamaica for this season’s
Caribbean Model Search, shared details of her high
fashion shoot. “I was holding options for both Gucci
and Givenchy, and Gucci confirmed first. When I got the
news, I was jumping with joy all over my apartment,” says
the model who is based in New York and represented
by Women Management in the international markets.
“Once I got the negative results of my COVID test out
of the way, I was on the plane to California! The fittings
went very well, and I loved the retro clothes and
sunglasses. Everything was great. The models, the style
team and the film crew were awesome. I think that’s
why the movie for the campaign looks so strong. The
whole experience was wonderful!”

Pulse star Daniella Davis for Gucci, shot on
location in Hollywood Hills, California.
8
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Pulse Completes 66 Unit Residential Development at Villa Ronai, Breaks
Ground for 30 Home Project in January 2022
Pulse has now completed a 66
unit development at Villa Ronai
consisting of guest suites, as well as
residential studios, one bedroom
and two bedroom units. Units at the
lush, eco-friendly upmarket Lifestyle
Village will be rented to tourists and
locals for short and medium stays.
In addition to the residential units, the
Lifestyle Village which currently boasts
the Majestic Japanese Sushi and Grill,
will soon have a second restaurant,

a spa, fitness centre and wedding
facilities. The development has retained
the art filled gardens and expanded the
event facilities previously developed by
the Ronai family who came to Jamaica in
the 1940s from Hungary after the war.
Pulse plans to break ground this
January for 30 two and three bedroom
units to be located in the valley at
Villa Ronai. The first phase of the
luxury
development,
consisting
of 15 units is funded by a bond

arranged by Barita Investments Ltd.
The 9 acre development, located 5
minutes from Manor Park, will feature
the same low density lush eco-system
that is currently in place at Villa
Ronai, retaining most of the existing
plant life. The standalone Homes will
each have its own landspace. There
will also be a clubhouse with gym
and infinity pool, as well as gardens,
nature trails and breathtaking views
of the city and the St Andrew hills.

The Majestic Sushi & Grill Restaurant

A recently completed 2 bedroom residential unit at Villa Ronai.

Lois Sherwood Honoured, Named Pulse’s first Director Emerita

Pulse directors Kingsley Cooper, Romae Gordon,
Saﬁa Cooper, Hilary Phillips and Jeﬀrey Cobham
with Director Emerita, Lois Sherwood.

Lois Cecelia Sherwood, C.D., JP, fine
artist, former Consul General for
Lithuania, Chairman of Burger King and
Island Homes Ltd, property developer,
philanthropist
and
entrepreneur
extraordinaire, was honoured by Pulse
Investments Ltd recently.

Director Emerita at a function held at Villa
Ronai in Stony Hill, attended by family,
close friends and fellow Pulse directors.
Mrs Sherwood was recognized for her
many years of sterling contribution to
the company, of which she has been a
Director since August 1993.

wonderful example Mrs Sherwood had
set for her. Safia Cooper made a special
presentation to Mrs Sherwood.

In her reply, Mrs Sherwood thanked
the company for bestowing the signal
honour and expressed the great
experience it had been to serve Pulse
for almost 30 years. She noted the
tremendous progress the company had
made over the years and wished Pulse
well in the years ahead.

Whereas Lois Cecelia Sherwood has
served as a Director of Pulse Investments
Limited since the 6th day of August,
1993, when the successor company to
Pulse Limited was first incorporated,
and Whereas she has served with
distinction, giving invaluable advice and
extraordinary support to the Company
over these many years, And Whereas
the company wishes to formally record
its profound gratitude and appreciation
for her incalculable contribution, Lois
Cecelia Sherwood is hereby appointed
Pulse’s first Director Emerita, This 14th
day of November, 2021

Mrs Sherwood Citation read as follows:
Lois Cecelia Sherwood, C.D., J.P. Director
Emerita Pulse Investments Limited

She was lauded by fellow Directors
Jeff Cobham and Hilary Phillips, who
presented her with a citation. The
Chairman, Kingsley Cooper, expressed
the company’s and his personal thanks
for her many acts of support, especially
in challenging times. Romae Gordon Kingsley Cooper, C.D.
Mrs Sherwood was named Pulse’s first who chaired the function noted the Chairman
Pulse Investments Ltd.
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Pulse star, Alicia Burke covers L’Oﬃcel with a 10
page editorial, shot on location, Portland, Jamaica.
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The Pulse Story cont’d
major investment made by
the company is Pulse Suites
at Villa Ronai, Stony Hill, a
75 unit eco-friendly mix of
guest suites, residential units,
restaurants, function areas,
spa, wedding centre, fitness
centre, etc., situated on 9
acres, which the company
developed. Pulse recently
acquired the Villa Ronai property. Plans are advanced for
a 30 unit Pulse Homes development in the valley at
Villa Ronai. This will consist
of 2 and 3 bedroom units,
15 of which the company
plans to sell, while retaining
the additional 15 for rental.

More than 100 international
Pulse models have done thousands of assignments for the
world’s great brands over the
42-year life of the Company.

an fashion and entertainment industry icon. Pulse’s
market capitalization (JSE)
is now in excess of twenty-five billion dollars ($25B).

In 2001 Pulse conceived, organized, and produced the
inaugural and widely acclaimed Caribbean Fashionweek (CFW). CFW has been
described by British Vogue
as one of the important new
trends in world fashion.

Over the past 25 years, Pulse
has diversified its operations,
adding media and real estate
to its business lines. Pulse
produces a number of TV
titles which it sells to broadcasters in the Caribbean as
well as international markets.
The Pulse Centre on Trafalgar Road, which the company
controls, has been developed
into a 60 unit mix of shops,
offices and beauty services
outlets. It is also home to
Pulse Rooms, a 26 unit mix The Villa Ronai project is a
of guest rooms and addition- lifestyle community which
al office facilities. Another the company will oper-

Pulse started life as an idea
that Caribbean talent could
compete effectively with
the best in the world. With
$2,000.00 in capital, Pulse
commenced operations in
Cooper’s tiny law office and
grew to become a public
Company and a Caribbe-

ate under its new mantra Leisure Lifestyle Living!
Through
this
diversification, the company’s operations now have real estate
and media at it’s core. Flavored and supported by
the creative enterprises it
developed over the past 42
years and anchored by it’s
properties in New Kingston and Stony Hill, Pulse is
now positioned to quickly
become an international
lifestyle and leisure brand.
Pulse is listed on the Jamaica
Stock Exchange as Pulse Investments Ltd (PULS) and was
the first (and for many years,
the only) entertainment company to be listed on a stock
exchange in the Caribbean.
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PULSE COVERS THE WORLD OF HIGH FASHION :
1. Lois Samuels, VOGUE
2. Jeneil Williams, VOGUE
3. Jeneil Williams, FRENCH
4. Sedene Blake, VOGUE
5. Lois Samuels, ESSENCE
6. Jeneil Williams, VOGUE
7. Francine James, L’OFFICIEL
8. Carla Campbell, ESQUIRE
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9. Romae Gordon, SLIMMER
10. Lois Samuels, VOGUE
11. Nell Robinson, ARENA
12. Juline Samuels, ESSENCE
13. Jeneil Williams I.D.
14. Jeneil Williams, LOVE
15. Jaunel Mc Kenzie,
FRENCH
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1. Acclaimed African Designer, Mai Atafo with Pulse stars Francine James, Miqueal Symone Williams and Alicia Burke at Caribbean Fashionweek 2019 2. Pulse’s Kingsley Cooper, Safia Cooper and
Romae Gordon with guest judge and Pulse star Oraine Barrett on set, CMS TV 3. Contestants in the CMS TV show 4. Anna Ronai’s original boatman at Villa Ronai 5. The Music Man in the gardens at Villa Ronai 6. A model poses in front of the fisher folk mural at Villa Ronai 7. The Peter Tosh Museum at the Pulse Center, Trafalgar Road 8. Pulse Chairman, Kingsley Cooper with son
Cole Gordon Cooper at the Peter Tosh Awards Gala 9. Kymani Marley and Andrew Tosh perform at the Peter Tosh Tribute Concert 10. Pulse Rooms at Trafalgar, Pulse Center New Kingston.

Pulse Investments Ltd.
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MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION & ANALYSIS FOR YEAR ENDED JUNE 2021
Pulse In 2021 – Leisure Lifestyle category as it relates to TV shows, and market. This market for models is
other activities, which are not expected expected to be buoyant in the medium
Living!
to experience any significant swings
in the post COVID period. This also
Pulse has developed a range of real relates to live events, to the extent
estate products commencing in the that they are produced going forward.
early 1990s, after the company’s
Chairman acquired property at Trafalgar Ad entitlements (TV ads) are in kind
Road in New Kingston and gave Pulse payments for Pulse’s TV shows
control through a long term lease at broadcast by its media partners in the
peppercorn rental rates. This continued wider Caribbean and international
in the mid 1990s with the acquisition of markets. These entitlements can be
the Villa Ronai property at Old Stony Hill used by Pulse or its partners at any
Road in St Andrew. These properties time and can be sold to advertisers or
have provided the Company with rental sponsors as well. This business line
income from shops, offices, guest is expected to continue performing
rooms, restaurants, beauty service well in the post COVID period as a
providers, bars, event spaces, storage higher percentage of the market
facilities, wedding facilities, spas and consumes television at home. Pulse’s
more. Pulse thereby created lifestyle current TV broadcasters all signed
communities at both properties, in new multi-year contracts in 2020.
a synergistic relationship with the
Company’s original business lines of Cash sponsorships and branding fees
fashion, entertainment, media, model are paid by entities which benefit
management and related services .
The emerging business, with real estate
at its core, has a new mantra – Leisure
Lifestyle Living!

Lines of Business
Pulse now derives its revenues from
the following sources, in addition
to which the Company has, over
the years, increased shareholder
value from appreciation in the
value of two investment properties,
Villa Ronai, located in Stony Hill
and 38A Trafalgar Road, Kingston
10 (Pulse Centre). The Company’s
main revenues are generated from:
1.
Market
Sponsorship,
Ad
Entitlements (TV show income) and
Cash Sponsorships

from marketing, advertising and other
promotional services emanating from
Pulse events, locations and activities.
While the future of live events must
remain tempered, due to uncertainty,
sponsorship of TV shows, model
new faces and online entertainment
products remain reliable, as the benefit
they provide will continue intact in the
post COVID dispensation. Sponsors
often receive the additional benefit of
ads (advertising entitlements) earned
by Pulse from its TV show broadcasts.

term but should be relatively flat in
the immediate post COVID period as
the market recovers. Real growth is
not expected to return for another
two to three years. Only commissions
(and not gross fees earned by its
models) are brought to Pulse’s income.
Relevant jobs are booked by affiliate
agencies who operate mainly in the
major markets of Europe and North
America. These agencies share the
standard 20% model commissions with
Pulse on a 50/50 basis. Pulse operates
as a mother agency, an industry term
that describes an agency that originally
discovered and developed models, who
then go on to work in markets in which
the mother agency does not operate
on a day to day basis. Companies like
Pulse especially fit the mother agency
category, as the markets in which they
are based, such as the Caribbean,
are tiny, compared to the major
markets of New York, London, Paris
and Milan. However, Pulse earns 36%
from model commissions and agency
fees when it books models directly,
which is the case from time to time.
3. Pulse High School Model Search
The High School Model Search is a relatively new activity for Pulse, in which
Pulse identifies young models with international potential while they are still
in high school. This gives Pulse a better
opportunity to discover young stars
and work with them to develop careers
when they leave school. The Company
signs them to long term contracts with
the goal that in future years, they will
have very successful careers, while contributing to growth in Pulse’s revenues.
The 3-year old High School Search
program has produced 3 international models Kamaria Powell, new Prada star Shantae Leslie and Zan Hyde,
with a significant number waiting in
the wings for international placement.

Pulse works with several contractors
who provide various services to
the Company. Some services are at
reduced costs or no cost, as a form
of sponsorship in kind. Due to the
nature of Pulse’s business this system
works well, not only by greatly reducing
expenses, but also by ensuring that the
Company does not permanently hire
services it does not need on a yearround basis. Sponsored services benefit
the providers as well, as Pulse promotes
them through marketing their brands
in association with its various activities
and events. These contractors are
also able to use their association with
Pulse in their own separate marketing. 4. Rental of Properties – Shops, Offices, Restaurants and Event Rental
Facilities
2. Model Agency Income

Sponsorships in kind (SIKs) income
streams enable the Company to
cover services that range from
accommodations to advertising, air
travel, make up, hair and production
costs. SIKs eliminate cash expenses
that would otherwise be incurred by the
Company and provide two-way benefits
to the sponsors and Pulse alike. SIKs are
fully expensed each year, as only fully
utilized SIKs are recognized in income.
Pulse earns a commission equivalent to Pulse rents over 46 units at the Pulse
The Company anticipates continued
ten percent (10%) of gross fees earned Centre on Trafalgar Road and at Vilannual increases in this income
by models placed in the international la Ronai, Stony Hill for shops, offices
12
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, restaurants, beauty establishments
and events. Additionally, Pulse rents
space for a variety of functions including weddings, corporate events, parties, receptions, etc. So far, Pulse has
lost very few tenants due to business
downturn stemming from the pandemic. Their units have been quickly rented
to new tenants. Pulse leases require a
10% annual increase in rent. Additional
income is expected to be generated as
the Pulse Centre approaches capacity.
Also, increases in event rentals are anticipated, especially with the new Pulse
Lifestyle community at Villa Ronai becoming more vibrant in 2022.
Pulse extended rent concessions to tenants in April 2020, but recorded close to
full rent compliance in March then May
2020 and thereafter.
5. Pulse Rooms & Offices at Trafalgar

ing Pulse Rooms and Pulse Suites is the
cultural and creative assets that Pulse
brings to bear, utilizing its 42-year experience in entertainment, talent and culture. Tours of the Peter Tosh Museum
(located at the Pulse Centre), The Bob
Marley Museum and Devon House, all
within a stone’s throw of Pulse Rooms,
are competitive advantages. Pulse fashion shows, concerts (such as the Pulse
produced Peter Tosh Music Festival),
model searches and other regular entertainment events at Trafalgar, are
also attractions which will pull patrons
to Pulse Rooms.
A Pulse shuttle operating between
Pulse Rooms and Pulse Suites at Villa
Ronai, will bring guests from Stony Hill
to the New Kingston business and entertainment hub as needed, and take
Trafalgar guests to the beautiful and
tranquil Villa Ronai, so that experiences
can be shared as guests desire.

Pulse Rooms at Trafalgar (PR), is a new
26-unit accommodations business
opened at the end of December 2018
and priced competitively. PR benefits
from excellent finishes, a great location
and excellent service. This business has
been a successful start-up for Pulse.

The Offices at Pulse Rooms have been
made available to businesses on a short
to medium stay basis (weekly, monthly,
quarterly, etc.). Offices come complete
with cable, wi-fi, furnishings, air conditioning, private restrooms, etc., and
cost includes utilities, maintenance, janWith the advent of COVID19, the Pulse itorial services, security, etc.
Rooms facility was closed in March and
re-opened in September 2020 as Pulse 6. Ticket Sales
Rooms and Offices. This decision was
taken because the tourism and travel Pulse generates revenues from tickbusiness in Kingston is expected to re- et sales for events such as Caribbean
bound slowly and because the shops Fashionweek (CFW), which returned in
and offices at Pulse are near capaci- 2019. However, given the uncertainty. Therefore 11 of the 26 rooms have ties surrounding live events during the
been used as short to medium stay of- pandemic, and the cancellation of CFW
fices, fully furnished, with all services in 2020 and 2021, income from ticket
and facilities provided. These will revert sales is projected to decrease. Anothto hotel rooms once the market re- er popular Pulse event, The Peter Tosh
Music Festival, held annually around
quires the additional capacity.
Tosh’s birthday in October, was also
With the anticipated recovery of the cancelled in 2020 and 2021.
accommodations business in 2022 23, Pulse Rooms is expected to once
again enjoy good occupancy levels (up 7. Other Income & Gains
to 75%) and profitable operations from
a tightly managed cost structure, which Other income and gains records appredoes not compromise quality. Beyond ciation in the value of investment prop2021, high occupancy levels are pro- erties at Villa Ronai and Trafalgar Road.
jected as the Rooms, which are priced This annual appreciation is expected
in United States dollars, gain greater to remain significant over the next 4-5
market acceptance and rate increases years, as the Company, by policy, only
brings increases in the value of investare realized.
ment property to its books by a maxiA key part of the strategy for market- mum of 30% per annum. In 2021, only
Pulse Investments Ltd.

a 30% increase was recorded, while significant gains are yet to be brought to
income. Further, additional real estate
value has resulted from completion of
the Villa Ronai Suites in 2021 and will
also come from the development of
Pulse Homes in 2022 to 2024. This, in
addition to the natural increases due
to inflation and higher property values
emanating from annual devaluation of
the Jamaican dollar.

Evolution of Pulse – The New
Pulse Lifestyle & Leisure Brand
Having achieved significant successes
over its 42 years of executing a model
agency business model, Pulse is evolving into an international Lifestyle &
Leisure Brand, utilizing its many assets
developed and centered around its Villa Ronai and Trafalgar Road properties,
and its wealth of creative brands. The
new Pulse business model will incorporate the Company’s existing business
lines, further real estate development
of the Villa Ronai property, and an expansion of the Caribbean and international model searches under a wholesaler model.

Real Estate Development
Pulse’s success in investing in real estate development to date confirms
the Company’s ability to identify value
creating sectors of the economy and
to effectively manage investments undertaken in them. Pulse also has the advantage of a visionary Chairman, who,
in addition to conceiving the real estate
opportunities, adds tremendous value
to the Company by directly managing
all planning and construction elements
of the Company’s real estate developments at the two properties.
The buoyancy of Jamaica’s real estate
market during the current pandemic,
has once again confirmed the importance of this sector to the market, and
its resilience during what has been
the worst worldwide pandemic experienced over the last century. For these
and other strategic reasons, real estate
development will continue to be the
core driver of value at Pulse. The properties will provide the core assets that
will drive the Company’s new international lifestyle brand.
13
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Indications are that even more Jamaicans will be returning home because
of the experience from the pandemic
in the wider world, and will be seeking
to buy properties, further confirms the
wisdom of Pulse’s real estate strategy.

8a. Pulse Suites at Villa Ronai (Ronai)
Pulse Suites at Villa Ronai will offer 66
suites of semi-residential facilities which
are fully funded and now complete. Assuming the effects of COVID-19 on the
hospitality industry are largely mitigated by March 2022, the facility will open
as a hotel. If the hotel market does not
return to normalcy by then, the facility
will operate as a semi-residential facility, offering short to medium stay accommodations, targeting the ex-patriate, diplomatic, international business
executive/consultant, other visitors and
the up-market local community, looking
for residential space for a period of say
one week to 6 months, or longer.
These suites are much larger than the
rooms at Trafalgar and can be opened
into even larger 2 room suites. Guests
will enjoy all the facilities at Villa Ronai,
including restaurants, club house, spa,
pool, etc., as well as the tranquil beauty of art and nature that are signature
features there. It is anticipated that
the high quality of the suites and the
unique Ronai environment will attract
up-market rates.

segment will include these industry
specialists, as well as air travel, technolFifteen (15) of these units will be
ogy, accommodation, administration,
sold at estimated prices ranging
development, and model preparation
from US$450,000 (2 bedrooms) to
for international placement.
US$650,000 (3 bedrooms, plus helper’s
quarters). The sale of 15 units is project- Pulse currently earns $50m per annum
ed to generate sufficient net revenues from model commissions and will be
to repay all construction financing and seeking to quadruple those earnings
enable Pulse to retain the remaining 15 within 3 - 4 years, with this expansion of
units to generate future rental income. its modelling business line.
Pulse will have the option to sell additional units, but generally, the Compa- 8d. Pulse Global
ny prefers to build and hold, thereby
earning continuously from both rental Pulse launched Pulse Global in 2019
income as well as gains on investment with a view to creating partnerships in
Africa, North America, the wider Caribproperty.
bean and Europe. These partnerships
Owners and clients at Pulse Homes
encompass media, model agencies,
will be encouraged to use the facilifashion/beauty brands and show proties at Pulse Suites, thereby increasing
duction, including fashion weeks and
business for the Company. Additionother related events. CFW 2019 was
ally, eco-trails will be built in some of
the first event under the Pulse Global
the wooded areas and fitness facilities
brand, showcasing the best of African
will also be built under the guidance of
and Caribbean designers. With the adPulse model and world top 10 fitness
vent of COVID-19, Pulse is taking a waittrainer Oraine Barrett.
and-see approach to this project, given
the international nature of the project,
8c. Pulse Expanded Caribbean and In- as well as the challenges and uncertainternational Model Searches – Model ties in these markets.
“Wholesaler”
8e. The Pulse Brand and MerchandisThese searches include the High School ing
is now a part of the City of Kingston.

Model Search expanded throughout
the Caribbean and in North American
markets, where allowed. Pulse will be
looking to discover and place models in
various agencies in the major markets,
Post pandemic, functions and events and anticipates via this strategy, signifwill be core revenue generating activi- icant increases over the existing numties at Ronai, utilizing three (3) function ber of models discovered and placed
areas
in the international markets. Pulse will
use technology to track all its models
and their various assignments on a day
8b. Pulse Homes at Villa Ronai
to day basis.
Pulse Homes, a residential community
will be built in the Villa Ronai valley with
access via a new service road, starting
at the existing front parking lot and running westerly to the lower level of the
property. The 30-unit mix of 2 and 3
bedroom homes (some with additional
helper’s quarters), will be an eco-friendly, lifestyle community, nestled among
the large rainforest-like trees, on a topography that will provide a unique
living experience representing a deep,
lush countryside, come to Kingston.
The environment will be Portland-like
but a mere 5 minutes from Manor Park.
With the new road network, Villa Ronai
14

As the strength and visibility of the diversified Pulse brand grow, Pulse will
be marketing a range of merchandises,
including the standard caps, T-shirts,
key chains, mugs, umbrellas and other
products available from manufacturers
and distributors of these merchandises. Pulse does not currently generate
any revenues from merchandising but
views this segment as a potentially attractive and natural new income stream
for the Company. Such memorabilia will
be created at a high-quality level, positioned at each property and other distribution points in the market, and used
also as a key promotion tool for the new
Lifestyle & Leisure Brand.

Through this revolutionary approach,
Pulse will continue to be a “mother
agent” and will represent models in
partnership with agents in the major
markets who will book Pulse talent on a
day-to-day basis. The new strategy will
result in increased numbers of young
Strategies for Growth, Key Perfortalent from various markets and Pulse
mance Drivers & Increased Sharebecoming more of a “wholesaler” and
holder Value
less of a “retailer” in the international
model industry.
Strategically, Pulse’s growth has come
Pulse will hire suitably qualified interna- and will continue to come from the nattional scouts to undertake these search- ural development and expansion of its
es, and other experts for day-to-day existing businesses locally, regionally
administration. Costs for this business and internationally, as well as the
Pulse Investments Ltd.
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establishment and promotion of new
businesses. Given their nature, Pulse’s
business activities are ideal for international expansion. Also, the new lines of
business have synergistic value and are
natural outgrowths of the Company’s
existing businesses.
Pulse’s growth is expected to continue
into the foreseeable future. The continued growth of the Company is premised on the following factors:

the expertise and work force required
to implement the Company’s businesses.

Results of Operations
For the past 4 years, Pulse profits have
grown by an average of 52% each year,
moving from $276.8m in 2017 to $1.47B •
in 2021, thereby generating otustanding growth and value for the company’s
shareholders.

•

The Company will continue to tighly
manage cost so as to maintain its Risks
high profit to revenue ratio.
Pulse recognizes the following risks to
•
Pulse’s real estate expansion will its business.
significantly increase revenues
A local or international crisis such
benefits and profit as well as capi- •
tal gains and Pulse’s production of
as the Covid-19 pandemic can have
television programs has a number
a severely negative impact on local
of strategic increased asset values.
and/or global business.
This will continue into the forsee•
The Company’s quarterly operating
able future.
results may fluctuate significantly
in the future based on a number
•
A commitment to the use of new
technologies to drive new busiof factors, many of which are not
nesses and make the Company
in its control. If the Company’s revenues are lower than projected
more efficient.
because of changes in the macro
and micro economic environment,
•
Pulse’s production of television
programs has a number of strateor decreases in the demand for
gic benefits. Once these programs
products and/or services offered,
the Company may not be able to
are produced, the incremental cost
reduce its spending immediately in
of exporting and distributing them
response. In addition, fluctuations
is minimal and the costs of producin the Company’s quarterly results
tion are absorbed by incremental
could adversely affect the market
distribution revenues.
price of its shares in a manner unrelated to its long term operating
•
The appeal of the Company’s prodperformance. Consequently, the
ucts to the wider world; given the
Company’s future success depends
power of brand Jamaica as well as
on its ability to identify trends in
the natural romance with and hisits target markets and to offer new
torical acceptance of Jamaica and
products and/or services that adthe Caribbean.
dress the changing needs of target
customers.
•
Enhanced Board of Directors and
management capacity.
•
Sponsors of the Company’s various programs may be affected by a
•
Sustainability and constant renewdownturn in macro or micro econoal of Pulse’s talent pool.
my and may not be able to provide
similar levels of sponsorships in the
•
The increasing level of diversificafuture. This could affect the Comtion of Pulse’s revenue sources.
pany’s ability to generate expected
levels of revenues in the future.
Capability to Deliver Results
Pulse has the capacity to deliver its pro- •
jected results. A team of professionals,
including seasonal contractors, provide

The Company may become subject to new accounting rules or
standards that differ from those
Pulse Investments Ltd.

that are presently applicable. Such
new accounting rules or standards
could require significant changes
in the way the Company currently
reports its financial position, operating results or cash flows. Such
changes could be applied retroactively.
The Company is targeting the international market for a number of
new products and services. While
expansion into overseas markets
provides new revenue opportunities, it is difficult to forecast the extent to which the Company will be
successful in getting its products
and services accepted in such markets.

•

The Company will need to successfully hire, train motivate and manage staff with the requisite skills to
ensure the continued growth of its
unique business model. The Company could face challenges identifying the right talent or could be
required to pay high levels of compensation to secure such skills. On
the other hand, the loss of one or
more of its key employees could
have a material adverse effect on
its business.

•

The Company faces operational
risks such as those arising from
inadequate or failed internal controls. Failed computer systems,
employee fraud or other criminal
activities. Although the Company
exercises diligence in ensuring that
adequate back up systems are in
place and that operating policies
and procedures are adhered to, the
Company is exposed to disruptions
in its operations that could cause
financial losses.

•

There could be volatility in the
stock price due to the performance
of the Company or due to market
conditions affecting stocks traded
on the JSE. Volatility may continue
over substantial periods of time.

•

To establish market acceptance of
a new product or service, the Company must dedicate resources to
research and development as well
as sales and marketing. The Company could also incur substantial
15
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costs in developing a new product
or service, which often precede
meaningful revenues from the sale
of such product or service. Consequently, new products can require
significant time and investment to
achieve profitability. Stockholders
should note that its efforts to introduce new products or services may
not be successful or profitable.
In addition, products or services
launched in any period and the level of acceptance gained by these
products are uncertain and may
affect quarterly and annual results.

•

In the event that the shareholders
of the Company in general meeting
hereafter authorize the creation of
additional shares in the Company
and such shares are subsequently
issued, they may rank pari passu
with existing ordinary shares and
be entered on the official list of the
Jamaica Stock Exchange. Additional
shares issued could affect the trading performance of the stock.

of the high volatility that has prevailed
in the Jamaican market. This low debt
model has been maintained despite the
build out at Villa Ronai and Trafalgar
Road.
Pulse employs best practices in the execution of its various business segments
in order to minimize risks to its business
and protect shareholder value.

Risk Management
Pulse continues to operate a moderate
debt business model, being mindful

NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the annual general meeting of Pulse Investments
Limited will be held at the Refuge, Villa Ronai, Old Stony Hill Road, Tuesday,
April 12, 2022 at 10:30 a.m., for the purpose of transacting the following business namely:
1. To consider the Company’s audited
financial accounts and the Reports of
the Directors and Auditors for the year
ended June 30, 2021.
To consider and (if thought fit) pass the
following resolution:
“THAT the audited accounts for the year
ended June 30, 2021 and the Reports of
the Directors and Auditors be adopted.”
2. Rotation of Directors
In accordance with Article 98 of the
Company’s Articles of Association, Ms.
Safia Cooper and Mrs. Lois Sherwood
will retire by rotation. Being eligible, Ms.
Cooper will offer herself for re-election.
To consider and (if thought fit) pass the
following resolution:
“THAT Ms. Safia Cooper be and is hereby re-elected a Director of the Company”.
To consider and (if thought fit) pass the

Shantae Leslie
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Alicia Burke

•
following resolution:
“THAT Mrs. Lois Sherwood, who was
recently appointed by the Board as
Pulse’s first Director Emerita, be confirmed in that position.
3. To appoint auditors and authorise
the Directors to fix the remuneration of
the Auditors.
To consider and (if thought fit) pass the
following resolution:
”THAT Messrs. BDO, chartered accountants, be and are hereby re-appointed
auditors of the Company, to hold office
until the close of the next annual general meeting at a figure to be fixed by the
Directors.”

That the company be authorized
to meet (at Annual General Meeting or otherwise) virtually on the
internet, or in a hybrid setting comprised of a mix of virtual and in-person attendance”.

5. To consider and (if thought fit), pass
the following special resolution:
“THAT the company be authorized to
raise additional capital by Rights Issue
or an Additional Public Offer or to effect a Stock Split or any combination of
Stock Split, Additional Public Offer and
Rights Issue”.

6. To consider and (if thought fit) pass
the following special resolution:
4. To consider and (if thought fit) pass “THAT the Directors of the company be
the following special resolutions:
authorized to execute such acts as are
“THAT the Articles and Memorandum required to give effect to these resoluof Association of Pulse Investments Ltd tions”.
be replaced by new Articles of Incorporation with provisions as set out in the 7. Any other business.
Companies Act of 2004, to embody, inter alia, the following:
Dated this 14th day of December 2021
•
That the company be authorized to By Order of the Board
purchase its own shares
•
That the company be authorized to
increase its authorized share capRomae Gordon
ital to an unlimited amount or to
Company
Secretary
reduce same.

Zan Hyde

Miqueal- Symone Williams

Pulse Investments Ltd.

Daniella Davis

Francine James
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DIRECTORS REPORT
The Directors’ Report and the Audited Pulse paid a dividend of 0.13 cents per of the company’s lines of business
Accounts of the Company for the year stock unit during the 2021 financial recorded
gains.
Increases
were
year, down from 0.5 cents in 2020.
recorded in rental income, media
ended June 30, 2021, are as follows:
content production, model agency, as
Pulse Investments Ltd netted profits of Debt to bondholders has been repaid. well as gains in investment property.
$1.47B, a gain of 75% over prior year During the year the company obtained Reduced revenues were recorded by
($840.3m). There was a 53% increase in new financing in the amount of $440m. market sponsorship. Pulse anticipates
income over 2020, moving from $1.26B This compares to $250m in bond fi- continued gains in both income and
in 2020 to $1.93B in 2021.
nancing in prior years. The company ac- profits going forward, especially
quired the Villa Ronai property in Stony considering its hospitality business at
Cash and bank balances at June 30, Hill during the year.
Trafalgar and the pending expansion
2021 was $53.8m coming from $119.2m
of its suites at Villa Ronai, once the
in 2020.
The company also obtained approval coranavirus is sufficiently controlled.
for $1.1B in new bond financing which
Earnings per share was up to 23 cents will be used to repay the $440m in
from 13 cents. Pulse’s assets now stand current debt and construct the first
at $6.9B compared to $4.6B in prior phase consisting of 15 of 30 homes at
Romae Gordon
year, with liabilities at $1.3B, up from Villa Ronai in Stony Hill.
Company Secretary
$614m in 2020.
Despite the continued pandemic, most

AUDIT COMMITTEE
Pulse Investments
Committee

Limited

Audit

Members and Responsibility
The committee members are Jeffrey
Cobham (Chairman), Lois Sherwood
and Eleanor Brown, non executive
board members.
The committee has responsibility inter

alia, for:
(a) Reviewing and approving annual
audited and interim unaudited financial
statements reported to investors,
along with the related policies and
assumptions and any accompanying
reports or related policies and
statements.
(b) Monitoring the adequacy and
effectiveness of the company’s systems

of management and internal controls.
(c) Developing and implementing
policies regarding the engagement of
the external auditors and any other
services that may be supplied by the
auditors.
(d)
Monitoring
and
ensuring
compliance with the relevant regulatory
requirements.

PULSE’S CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
Pulse’s Corporate Governance Guidelines are available for inspection on the company’s website www.pulseworld360.

Pulse is Best
Performing
Company
(Main Market),
1st Runner up
Safia
Cooper,
Managing
Director Property and Leisure,
Pulse Investments Ltd., receives
the award for Best Performing
Company (Main Market), 1st
runner up at the Jamaica Stock
Exchange Best Practices Awards
held in early December 2021.

Pulse Investments Ltd.
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Shantae Leslie among world’s top new fashion stars
Coming off her brilliant start in world fashion, Pulse model
Shantae Leslie is among the top newcomers on models.com.
Every season, a host of new faces arrive on the scene,
but then there are those who stand head and shoulders
above the rest. Leslie’s whirlwind of activities leading up to
Fashion Week in Milan and her début for one of the world’s
biggest fashion brands has put her front and centre
in this group of standouts. The girl who walked
from Pulse on to the runways of Prada in Milan,
Italy, is already making big waves in the industry.

Gordon believes this is just the beginning for the young
model. “Shantae’s recognition by models.com as one of
the top newcomers speaks to the strength of her look
and model intelligence. We are proud that she is flying
the Pulse flag high and representing her country well with
her impressive talent,” says Gordon. Leslie went on to win
the CMS TV after Gordon discovered her in the Pulse High
School Model Search at her alma mater, Clarendon College.

Signed to IMG in Milan, Paris, London, and New
York, Leslie’s delicate look and strong presence
on the runway saw her heading to Paris after her
exclusive launch with Prada in Milan. In Paris, she
took to the runway for Raf Simmons, Loewe, and
Valentino. Several other mega brands were also
after her services but will have to wait until the
teenager turns 18. In the meantime, the major
fashion houses in Paris are queuing up to have her
for the upcoming fall-winter season in February.
And with a view to couture, the girl on fire will be
blazing another trail in the next couple of months
with major campaign options on tap as at press time.
Pulse Director Romae Gordon is not surprised by the
impact Leslie is having on the global fashion space.
“Shantae is a natural, and I was confident that she
would make an immediate and strong impression
once she started working.” Leslie had model agents
all around the world in a frenzy after Pulse introduced
her photos from the Caribbean Model Search
TV on their digital platforms, @PulseWorld360.

Shantae Leslie checks out the Eiﬀel Tower on her day oﬀ during Paris Fashion Week.

Leslie is thrilled about her opportunities and
is soaking up all the excitement and attention.
“I have had the most amazing experience,
and I’m so grateful. It has been a dream come
true,” she said. “When the music started,
and it was my turn to step on that runway
for Prada, it was exhilarating; I was eager to
do my very best and make everyone proud.”

1

2

Leslie, who was chaperoned in Milan and Paris
while on work duties, got a chance to enjoy some
well-known Italian culinary treats and check out
some of the grand sights, including the great
Duomo di Milano cathedral in Milan and the
Eiffel Tower in Paris. “Seeing the Eiffel Tower
and all the monuments was awesome. When
I was little, I read about these places in books,
and now I get to experience them in person,”
said the beaming star. While she enjoyed the
sightseeing immensely, Leslie is serious about
her modelling ambitions and has her sights
on success in the fashion industry. “I want to
get to the very top”, said the young model.

3

Leslie on the runway at the collections in Paris for: 1. Raf Simmons 2. Valentino and 3. Loewe

Pulse Investments Ltd.
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Pulse Tv gROws as titles, Viewership Increase During the Pandemic
Pulse TV production continued to grow in 2021 despite the lingering COVID-19
pandemic. A new title, Pulse World 360, has been added to the company’s
roster of programming. As viewership continue to rise significantly,
broadcast partners welcomed the new show and expressed their interest
in expanding the breadth of air time for Pulse TV shows in Prime Time
slots. Staple title and the highly popular, CMS TV was produced under strict
protocols with a reduced number of contestants and was shot on location at
Villa Ronai. This season’s installment of the show covers a rich retrospective
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5

of the company’s supermodels over the years complemented by a new crop
of potentials, keen to make their own mark on the international fashion
landscape. The recent success of previous season’s CMS TV stars Daniella
Davis, Zan Hyde and Shantae Leslie has sparked even stronger international
interest in Pulse’s new faces, which augurs well for the continued growth
the Caribbean Model Search. Pulse television shows are broadcast
throughout the Caribbean and North America and the company will expand
its reach to markets in Africa, Europe and through its digital channels.
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1. The CMS 6 (Alicia Morgan, Sackquana Scarlett, Karla Kay Heron, Brianna Rowland, Sasha Lee Hinds and Esther Moore) 2. Sackquana preps for her next shoot. 3. Karla Kay, Alicia and Esther in
Mutamba. 4. Director & Producer Romae Gordon, briefs the girls before the next challenge. 5. The girls in bold jumpsuits from Haveli. 6. Romae Gordon interviews Daniella Davis 7. Sasha lee
prepares for her next shoot in a hat by Cinderella’s. 8. Executive Producer, Kingsley Cooper and Director/ Producer, Romae Gordon confer on set. 9. Contestants take a break to smile for the
cameras. 10. MUA, Dawn Petrgrave preps Sackquana for ‘The Beauty Challenge’ 11. Karla Kay in Keneea Linton. 12. Capturing the Nadine Willis photo shoot. 13. Judges Kingsley Cooper
and Romae Gordon recounts the storied history of the Caribbean Model Search. 14. Romae Gordon directs Alicia in her first ever photoshoot. 15. Robert Johnson focuses his lens on
Alicia for the Jeneil Williams photo challenge. 16. Pulse superstar and Vogue cover girl Alicia Burke recounts her time as a finalist and winner of the CMS TV show with Romae Gordon.
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Alicia stars in New Tommy Hilfiger Campaign
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Z a n H y d e At N Y F W a n d Pa r i s Fa s h i o n W e e k
The stunning Zan Hyde, is
poised for success. Runner
up in Pulse’s Caribbean Model Search TV show in 2019 and
always one to defy the odds,
Hyde began her international career in the midst of the
Covid pandemic. The confident spirit that had her beaming through a very competitive
season of CMS TV where she
showed grit, determination
and unwavering belief in self,
were the keys to giving her the
start she was to have in international modelling. And this
season, the wait was over. The
CMS TV star made her New

Zan Hyde for
Rick Owens,
Paris Fashion
Week

York fashion week debut for contain her joy. “Everything
designer, Johnathan Simhkai. along the way has been so
exciting from the designers
But, New York Fashion Week
wanting to meet me to rushing
was just the beginning for
between airports, seeing my
this Pulse rising star. Before
name being held up my the car
her debut in New York, Zan
service, to getting a glimpse
had a whirlwind of travel
of some major sites that I had
to Europe at the request of
heard so much about in Parsome of the best fashion deis was such a great feeling.”
signers in the business. On
one of her trips, the girl who As the Fashion Weeks in the
hails from Montego Bay had major cities get back into full
the opportunity to fly to the gear, after a rough pandemic
famed St. Tropez for a day to year, a new horizon beckons
meet with design executives for the the teenager who looks
from the exquisite French la- to make big strides on the
bel, Celine. Said the confident grand fashion runways. For
teenager, “when I got the call Zan, its a remarkable feat conthat I was going to St. Tropez, sidering the challenges she had
I was so thrilled, it was my first as a young child, who against
time going to Europe and the all odds, overcame adversiwhole experience was so sur- ty to even walk. “It was tough
real. I had to pinch myself to growing up with some aspects
see if I was still in my dream!” of my health but thanks to
my parents and their belief, I
Hyde who has always dreamed
pulled through and I am here
of being a top model was now
today,” says the teenager.
living the reality. And no sooner had she gotten over the Resilience is certainly a very
jet lag of St. Tropez, another strong character trait for the
of France’s finest are calling. Pulse model. Not only is this
Once again, she was on a bright teenager ready for the
plane, this time headed to the glare of high fashion lights, she
French capital, Paris to meet is also reading for her degree at
with the directors of Yves Howard University in WashingSaint Laurent. Zan admited it ton D.C. She is both fashioniswas not easy to stay calm and ta and socially conscious. Says

Zan Hyde for
Johnathan
Simkhai, NYFW

Zan,“I am happy to be living my
two passions simultaneously.
Howard represents such an
important place in history especially for black excellence. I
am happy to to be apart of this
tradition to study here and live
my dream as an international
model is just awesome. I am
so grateful to Pulse and my
team at Elite and Select for
allowing me to juggle both”
Zan Hyde was discovered
in the Pulse Schools Model Search at Mount Alvernia
High and captured the hearts
of TV watchers and became a
fan favourite in the Caribbean
Model Search where she was
runner up to Shantae Leslie.
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Shantae Leslie for Loewe, Paris Fashion Week
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